DIRECTIONS:

FROM HARRISONBURG (FROM THE SOUTH):

TAKE 81N TO EXIT 251 (RT 11N)
FOLLOW RT 11 N FOR 2.85 MILES
TURN RIGHT ON FELLOWSHIP RD (RT 721), FOLLOW FOR 1.25 MILES
TURN LEFT ON INDIAN TRAIL RD (RT 717), FOLLOW FOR .4 MILES
TURN RIGHT ON FRIDLEY GAP RD (RT 811), FOLLOW FOR 3 MILES
TURN RIGHT ON ARMENTROUT PATH (RT 722), FOLLOW 1 MILE
CAMP IS ON THE LEFT

FROM THE NORTH:

FROM 81S, TAKE EXIT 257 (MAUZY)
FOLLOW RT 11 S 2.2 MILES
TURN LEFT ON MARTZ RD (RT 806), FOLLOW 3.5 MILES TO STOP SIGN
TURN RIGHT ON MOUNTAIN VALLEY RD, FOLLOW 1.8 MILES
TURN LEFT ON ARMENTROUT PATH (RT 722)
FOLLOW 1 MILE, CAMP IS ON THE LEFT

FROM RT 33:

TAKE RT 620 (KEEZLETOWN RD) 1.8 MILES
TURN RIGHT AT THE OLD KEEZLETOWN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL (STILL RT 620, NOW MOUNTAIN VALLEY RD)
FOLLOW ABOUT 7+ MILES TO STOP SIGN, TURN RIGHT, STILL MTN VALLEY RD
(Do not turn at Bethel Church as the road is not good that way—continue on to stop sign)
FOLLOW ABOUT ¼ MILE, TURN RIGHT ON ARMENTROUT PATH (RT 722)
FOLLOW 1 MILE, CAMP IS ON THE LEFT